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“Fight for glory!”
Ninja Cats

GAME Nyzoto

NYZOTO IS A SIMPLE STRATEGY GAME MADE OF CLAY
GRAPHICS WITH MANY FANTASTIC CHARACTERS TO PLAY.
Nyzoto is a simple strategy game set in a pleasant environment. Unique
clay graphics and easy-to-use gameplay draw the player into the game
instantly. With each level you improve your tactics and strategic progress
in the game. You can repeat the level until you are satisfied with the result.
Four fantastic types of characters are changing while playing. The game is
accompanied by original music and sounds. Persistent play will show you
and help you get as far as possible. Together with Ninja Cats, an experience
awaits you that we haven't had here for a long time. Which color will
eventually engulf the whole game is up to you.
ABOUT THE GAME

Immerse yourself in the world of fantastic creatures. Right at the beginning
of the game, you will get powerful characters of Ninja cats in your hands,
with whom you will fight your way through all levels. From the beginning,
the game is simple, you will catch easy control. Use one finger to scroll
through the levels higher and higher. The further you get in the game, the
more fun the game. You will make full use of your strategy skills. Proper
timing is just as important. Unusual clay graphics do not get tired even
after a long game. Even in the end, you won't know which characters like it
more. Ninja Cats, Toasters, Hypno Frogs, or Zombie Snails.

GAME FEATURES

Easy gameplay
One finger for game control
Challenging timing and strategy
Unique plasticine graphics
Four unique types of characters
12 levels inflated at the beginning (more soon)
Original music composed only of the human voice

CLAYBURGER STUDIO
Clayburger is a small game studio based in Prague in Czech republic. We
are a team made by enthusiastic people who really love games and tech.
We also love independence and freedom, that is why we have members of
our team in the whole Czech republic and Slovakia. We want to create
simple casual games that are easy to play and hard to master. Unique
feature of our work is that we create games from clay. Creating a game
from clay from A to Z is an extremely demanding and very laborious
process. Much of the preparation takes place on the "desk" and then on the
computer. Nyzoto is our second title released for Android and IOS devices
currently this year 2021. We believe that our games will be loved by the
gaming community, especially platformer lovers.
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